A Challenge from JOEL DEJEAN, Independent candidate for U.S. Congress TX-38:
" Wesley Hunt, what DID you do in Saudi Arabia?

With the FBI's declassification on March 2nd of some 1,100 pages of documents relating to the events of
September 11, 2001, we are reminded, again, of the SAUDI ROYAL FAMILY's central role in financing and
executing the horrific attacks that day which took over 3,000 American lives, and justified NATO's
headlong rush out of its home base in Europe, into Afghanistan, where two decades of brutal occupation
left the nation destitute and destroyed, with some 23 million Afghanis still facing death from starvation,
because western financial institutions have stolen all their national wealth.

With this legacy of catastrophe in mind, and considering the larger crisis as NATO escalates provocations
against Russia and China, Independent candidate for U.S. Congress Joel Dejean, is posing some
questions to his Republican opponent Wesley Hunt, the first being: "Wesley Hunt -- What DID you do in
Saudi Arabia?"

Before we probe for an answer to this question, let's ask another question pertaining to Hunt's military
service before his stint in the Saudi Kingdom: "Wesley Hunt, did you ever find those 'Weapons of Mass
destruction' in Iraq?" Recall the scary warnings of mushroom clouds delivered from the lips of Sir Colin
Powell and Condoleezza Rice, which prompted the U.S.- led invasion dubbed 'Iraqi Freedom'. Wesley
piloted 55 of the 41,000+ air sorties which rained death on the Iraqi nation, killing over 410,000 civilians
and military personnel. Mr. Hunt proudly posts this accomplishment at the top of his resume for
entering the U.S. Congress. "...flying Apache helicopters over Iraq has prepared me for tough fights and
big challenges." Wesley, whence came the 'destruction'?

Hunt's campaign bio then cites "two deployments to Saudi Arabia where he served as a
Diplomatic Liaison Officer", missions involving the Royal Saudi Land Forces Aviation
Corps." This was years after the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence inquiry into 9/11 had
pinpointed the Saudi sponsorship of the 9/11 attacks, although its conclusions in the report's final 28
pages were kept from the public by Presidents GW Bush and Barack Obama until Congress forced their
release in 2016.
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It was years before the Saudi air bombing attacks on Yemen, which continue to this day. Joel Dejean
asks, "Wesley, when did you become aware of the Saudi Kingdom's role in the 9/11/01 terror attacks
on your homeland? Will you inform the voters before they decide?"

Apparently, NATO's messy exit from Afghanistan was merely a redeployment, for the larger quest of
subduing Russia and China. Even though the U.N. Security Council affirmed as recently as January 3rd,
that 'Nuclear war cannot be won and should never be fought', President Biden and his National Security
Advisor Jake Sullivan are openly touting the near-term 'contingency' of launching offensive nuclear
weapons to settle accounts, if the lethal battlefield weapons, expanded ground war and economic
strangulation Russia don't accomplish NATO's objectives. On the latter, Wesley Hunt fully supports
team Biden: " This

administration should use every available measure to
cripple all economic supply lines to Russia." he says. Joel Dejean asks:
"Wesley Hunt, do you also support Team Biden in maybe launching
thermonuclear war to defend 'democracy' in Ukraine?" Please provide
Texas voters with an answer on this, before they cast their ballots.

Every day, the shrieking media demands that we condemn Vladimir Putin for 'war crimes' perpetrated
when Russian forces moved into Ukraine to neutralize the neo-Nazi combination which NATO-allied
operatives and Barack Obama's intelligence team brought to power in its violent overthrow of the
elected Ukranian government in 2014. War crimes? How can NATO accuse anyone?

Dejean concludes: "Wesley Hunt -- isn't it time to establish a new security and development
architecture for all nations? The North Atlantic Treaty Organization lost its purpose for existence when
the Soviet Union broke up in 1991. NATO should have disbanded. Its gross expansion across Eurasia
into the Pacific is propelling the world toward thermonuclear war. I have endorsed the Schiller
Institute's call for convoking a conference of nations to bring such a new architecture into existence.
What say you, Wesley Hunt? The voters deserve some answers"

